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Anglo-Irish Literature 
12001582 

By SI. John D. Seymour 
A connected account of the non-Ccltk litera' 
ture of Ireland—comprising prose and verse 
written in Norman-French, Latin, and English. 

Cr. 8'. J5.00 

The Sad Shepherd 
By Ben Jouson 

A play about Robin Hood, in verse. 
18'. i .50 

Greek Lyric Metre 
By George Thomson 

In this boolc the author tests the theory of 
"significant rhythm'* in Greek lyrics by ap
plying it to the facts and develops it along 
new lines. Cr. 8', $4.00 

The Emperor Romanus 
Lecapenus and His Reign 

A Study of Tenth Century Byzan
tium 
By Steven Runciman 

The author of this study of Byzantium in the 
tenth century is 
Cambridge. 

Fellow of Trinity College, 
Cr. 8', $5.00 

Luc De Clapiers, Mar
quis De Vauvenargues 

By May Wallas 
A biography describing the life and thought 
of Luc de Clapiers, psychologist, moralist, cap
tain in the French army, and friend of Vol
taire. Or. 8 ' , $5.00 

Rabi'a the Mystic 
and Her Fellow Saints in Islam 
By Margaret Smith 

The first complete biogr<iphy of a unique per
sonality in Islamic mysticism in the 8th cen
tury. Cr . 8 ' , $4.25 

Our Forefathers 
The Gothonic Nations. Vol. I 
By Gudmuttd Schutte. Translated 
by Jean Young 

A manual of the Ethnography of the Gothic, 
German, Dutch, Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, and 
Scandinavian people which aims to supply the 
lack of a systematic description of our fore
fathers, and of the peoples of the north. 

8 ' , $6.50 

The Union of Moldavia 
and Wallachia, 1859 

An Episode in Diplomatic History 
By W. G. East 

An investigation from the standpoint of diplo
matic and international history of the ques
tion which confronted and divided the great 
powers of Europe during the years 1855 to 
now—whether the Principalities of Moldavia 
and Wallachia should be politically united. 

12 ' , $3.00 

The British in Tropical ; 
Africa 

An Historical Outline 
By Ifor L. Evans 

A history of the penetration of Europe into 
tropical Africa with a discussion of the dif
ferent phases of development in their applica
tion to each one of the British dependencies. 

12 ' , $4.50 

Life in the Middle Ages 
Selected, Translated, and Anno
tated by G. G. Coulton 

Vol. II . Chronicles, Science and Ar t . Sec
ond Edition. ll lus. 12 ' , $2.40 

Vol . III. Men and Manners. Second Edition, 
n ius . 12' , $2.40 

Select Documents for 
Queen Anne's Reign 

Down to the Union with Scotland, 
1702-1707 
Selected and Edited by G. M. 
Trevelyan 

12 ' , $2.50 

The Idea of Value 
By John Laird 

The Regius Professor of Moral Philosophy at 
Aberdeen examines concepts of value, good
ness, and excellence, particularly aesthetic, eco
nomic, and moral values. Cr. 8 ' , $5.50 

The Modern Dance 
of Death 

By Peyton Rous 
A survey of the progress of medicine. Modem 
medicine has done much to prevent premature 
deaths but thus far it has had no success in 
combatting the orderly process of decay that 
we know as old age. This problem it has yet 
to solve. 12 ' , $1.00 

Quae Supersunt Opera 
By Sexttts Propertius. Edited by 
Oliffe Legh Richmond 

A fresh collation of alt the MSS. available of 
the Latin poet. A n introduction and a full 
new apparatus criticus. 8 ' , $8.00 

Cambridge University Press 
Agents in the United States 

T H E M A C M I L L A N C O M P A N Y 
6 0 Fifth A v e n u e N e w York 

A Letter from France 
By ABEL CHEVALLEY 

I ^HE generation of men born in the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century has 

witnessed a great mental drama. The na
ture of reality, the best possibilities of its 
expression in art were in question. 

It is easy to scoff at sucli general queries, 
and pretend to one's self that the answer 
does not really matter. "We feel beauty 
where it is, that is sufficient. That only is 
real in art and literature. The rest belongs 
to metaphysics. . . ." 

Yes, but we are all born metaphysicians. 
The most common sense (that of fitness) 
and the rarest (that of beauty) belong to 
metaphysics. T o say that beauty is truth 
and reality, the only reality, is not to an
swer to Keats, but to evade the question 
which goes to the root of all others. It is 
not only to elude the solution, but to elude 
it metaphysically. If beauty is reality, the 
reverse is true. What then is reality? How 
can it be best reflected in literature? 

From about 1850 until about 1890 an al
most universal conviction was established, at 
least in France, that reality was revealed by 
science and expressed by literary "realism." 
A most inappropriate term, that word "real
ism," if one remembers that in previous 
ages it meant the "real" existence of ideas, 
independently of things. But let us not di
gress. . . . T o the men of 1880, all facts 
arrayed themselves under the inexorable 
laws of nature, and "naturalism" became 
another watchword for the great majority 
of "advanced" artists and writers. Smile if 
you like at the simplicity of those verbal 
couplings: reality-realism, nature-naturalism, 
which recall indeed the virtue of soporifics 
in ancient medicine. But we are all tarred 
with the same brush and still using and in
venting explanations of the same naive 
quality. 

Realism and naturalism were then con
comitant with the reign of positivist science 
as a religion. The future of humanity, the 
fate of democracy, the happiness and salva
tion of our race were considered as indis-
solubly bound up with the progress of sci
ence and the range of its material discov
eries. 

Men like Taine and Renan (until his last 
years) were the prophets of the scientific 
view, Berthelot its herald. Zola, Maupas
sant and their school, Huysmans before his 
conversion, Octave Mirbeau all his life, Lu-
cien Descaves, J. H. Rosny, Abel Hermant, 
even Paul Bourget in his unregenerate days 
when he prided himself upon being "experi
mental"-—all of them considered themselves 
as the literary interpreters of a "reality" 
founded on science. 

I am not sure that even in the year 1929 
the same spirit does not survive in literature, 
stronger and more vigorous than is gener
ally suspected. . . . Let us only note that 
the Goncourt Academy, though open to all 
talents, has served for the last thirty years 
as a conservatory for the hardy plant accli
matized by Zola and Maupassant. Some ex
cellent novelists still writing, and young 
writers of the first rank, can be considered 
as the representatives of that old realism-
and-naturalism which only those who deny 
its kicks when it kicks them, have the face 
to declare dead and buried. 

A novelist like Lucien Fabre, author of 
"Rabevel," is a direct descendant of the 
realists. The same might be said of G. 
Cherau, and M. Genevoix. Lucien Fabre 
has recently submitted to a severe revision 
the theory of laughter as left standing in 
the celebrated essay by Bergson, and his 
book, "Le Rire et les Rieurs" (Gallimard), 
apart from the hundred anecdotes it con
tains, deserves serious consideration, even 
where it does not carry conviction. 

Bergson's theory of laughter was directed 
against the mechanical portion of our mental 
activity, and laughing became, in our eyes, 
retaliation of the spontaneous upon the auto
matic. Lucien Fabre replaces the whole af
fair on a biological and "scientific" basis, 
and . . . well . . . he laughs best who 
laughs last. This is one of the numerous 
signs of a revival of realism. 

Even in their heyday, science and scien
tific realism were silently undermined. Emile 
Boutroux, in his "Contingence des Lois de 
la Nature" (187+) had already demon
strated that the so-called Laws of Nature 
owe their apparent exactitude to the impre
cision of our measurements. They explain 
only what has been arbitrarily isolated from 
the infinite complexity of life. He had made 
it clear that science can never yield the secret 
of things, but only supply a practical com
promise, highly successful in its province, 
between the spirit and the world, intelli
gence and reality. Boutroux's book came as 
a revelation to professional philosophers, but 

was too densely packed to reach wider areas 
of culture. It dried up in the prevailing at
mosphere of science. 

The attack was renewed on another side 
by the dogmatic Brunetiere, who, in the 
name of tradition and religion, taste and 
common sense, proclaimed at the same time 
the "bankruptcy" of science, and the inanity 
of realism in literature. But the same 
Brunetiere, by a contradiction not infrequent 
among his kind, grounded upon a scientific 
theory his criticism of science, on an artifi
cial basis his notion of reality, on a quibble 
his theory of literature. He transformed 
literary genres into organic species and 
made them develop on Darwinian lines as if 
they were animals or plants ("Evolution de 
la Critique," "Evolution de la Poesie Ly-
rique," etc.). Nothing remains of these 
verbal constructions. On his way to no
where Brunetiere made extremely useful and 
interesting discoveries. His conviction and 
eloquence are not forgotten. His theories 
are. Though, poor things, even they have 
left traces in our vocabulary. Do we not 
still speak of the "evolution," or "develop
ment," of the novel? (cf. Sir W. Raleigh.) 
Far more damaging were the onslaughts 
first of philosophy, and then of science it
self, against the notion of a scientific reality. 

But, bound as I am by considerations of 
space, I have to break this retrospect into 
limited sections, and one of them ends here, 
In order to comply at the same time with 
my reviewing obligations, I must manage to 
include, in each retrospective section, such 
recently published books as fall or can be 
made to fall within its scope. 

"Le Crime d'Alexandre Lenoir," by Lu
cien Bopp (Gallimard), though published 
in 1929, is from certain angles an almost 
exact replica of Paul Bourget's "Disciple," 
published forty years before, in i88g. "Le 
Disciple" was one of the most striking epi
sodes in the struggle between intellectual and 
intuitive reality. 

As already mentioned, Paul Bourget had 
begun by professing the scientific faith. One 
of his first and most significant novels, "An
dre Cornells," was inscribed to Taine, and 
described by Bourget himself as "a plate of 
moral anatomy" . . . "a novel of analysis, 
constructed on the data supplied by the pres
ent state of psychology." The spirit of 
scientific research was hailed in the preface 
as the only possible redeemer in a world 
strewn with intellectual and moral wreck
age. 

But Bourget soon perceived (was it under 
Brunetiere's influence?) the dangers to his 
ideal of a well-ordered social life issuing 
from the spirit of scientific research when 
carried too far in the present state of psy
chology. His hero, Greslou, disciple of a 
great philosopher, AdrienSixte, who strongly 
resembled Taine, did not hesitate to make in 
"a spirit of scientific research" a most dan
gerous experiment of seduction on the girl 
he pretended to love and only too late ac
tually did love. She discovered Greslou's 
infamous record of her moral dissection, 
and, ashamed beyond endurance by the 
thought of having been laid, alive and 
naked, on a table of mental surgery, instead 
of a nuptial bed, she poisoned herself. Gres
lou was prosecuted for murder. The book 
is his confession, written in his cell. He 
pleads guilty, though Adrien Sixte is the 
real culprit. Taine wrote to Bourget a 
severe letter, since republished in Taine's 
"Correspondance" with Bourget's full assent. 

Now, Alexandre Lenoir is also a "dis
ciple," but the disciple of these more recent 
philosophies entirely opposed to Taine's, 
which we shall examine from the point of 
view of literature. Lucien Bopp is, like 
Bourget, a philosopher, a novelist, and 
something of a scientist. The prevailing 
winds and currents of mental "science" have 
also swept through his mind. 

Alexandre Lenoir is, like Greslou, an out-
and-out gambler in ideas. He stakes his 
life, and that of others, on the results of a 
mental baccarat. Bergson, instead of Taine 
(but also Brunschwieg and Meyerson), 
should be involved if his case were really 
tried. Like Greslou he has killed. Like 
Greslou, Lenoir writes from his prison, and 
the book is his confession. He has fired on 
les Camelots du Rot, besieging Hotel Cril-
lon, and brought down one of the young 
patriots. 

But, unlike Greslou, Lenoir has no faith, 
no cohesion, no unity. Under the name of 
Hasardisme he has made a system out of his 
own incertitude. He is a study in disconnec
tion. He simply abandons himself to his 
"spontaneity" and "intuitivism." He also 
denies all reality that is more than a fluidity 
and all causalism that is less than a plexus 

of relations. If you read the book and are 
at all informed of current philosophies, the 
task of fathering Lenoir's vagaries should 
be an easy one. 

As a symptom, Lucien Bopp's book is in
teresting, instructive, and really significant. 
As a novel it will have no great popularity. 
Taine protested against "Le Disciple." 
Neither Bergson (nor Brunschwieg or Mey
erson) have yet raised their voice against 
"Le Crime d'Alexandre Lenoir." 

Plen ty of M a r g i n . I I 
(Contitmed from fage 562) 

we've chosen on the assumption that they 
will wish to be informed on the work of 
their coevals, to know something of that of 
the authors who are of somewhat greater 
age, and to read something serious and 
something light. Here without further 
comment upon them are the titles: "The 
New American Caravan" (Macaulay), 
edited by Alfred Kreymborg, Lewis Mum-
ford, and Paul Rosenfeld; "The New Arts" 
(Norton) , edited,by Philip N. Youtz; "July 
'14" (Putnam), by Emil Ludwig; "A Fare
well to Arms" (Scribners), by Ernest Hem
ingway j "Thirty Tales and Sketches" (Vik-
'"g)> by R. B. Cunninghame-Graham i 
"Hans Frost" (Doubleday, Doran) , by 
Hugh Walpolej "How Like a God" (Van
guard) , by Rex Stout; "The Man Within" 
(Doubleday, Doran) , by Graham Greene; 
"G. B.» (Dodd, Mead) , by W. F. Morris; 
"The White House Gang" (Revell), by 
Earl Looker; "Autobiography of America" 
(Boni) , edited by Mark Van Doren; "The 
Thinking Machine" (University of Chicago 
Press), by C. Judson Herrick, and, by way 
of variety and because it is sure to entertain, 
"The Second New Yorker Album" (Double-
day, Doran) . 

Well, well, we came near forgetting your 
friend the engineer. Presumably he'd be in
terested in reading J. S. Haldane's "The 
Sciences and Philosophy" (Doubleday, Do
ran) , Paul de Kruif's "Seven Iron Men" 
(Harcourt, Brace), or the life of Edison 
(Harpers), by Dyer, Martin, and Meadow-
craft. Your engineer is of necessity a ma
thematician of a sort. You remember, don't 
you, that Izaak Walton said that "angling 
may be said to be so like the mathematics 
that it can never be fully learned"? He said, 
too, "Angling is something like poetry,— 
men are apt to be so." So it would seem 
that there is some connection between poetry 
and mathematics,—at least that they are 
both similar to the same thing. Well, any
way, Scott Buchanan has produced a stimu
lating little book entitled, "Poetry and Ma
thematics" (Day) , and since your friend 
the engineer must know something of ma
thematics he ought also to have some in
terest for poetry. Our reasoning may be 
intricate and our conclusion far-fetched, but 
send him the book anyway. Oh, yes, and 
there's a handsome volume on "Bridges" 
(Rudge), by Charles H. Whitney, which he 
might also like to have. 

And now, heaven be thanked, we've come 
to the last of our categories—the books for 
your friend who may be an invalid or a 
convalescent. We've selected for him a 
varied lot, since the sick relish change,—a 
little of science, something of fiction and 
poetry, a da^i of biography. Here they 
are: "The Universe around Us" (Macmil-
lan) , by Sir James Jeans, a fascinating study 
from the astronomical angle; "Twelve 
against the Gods" (Simon & Schuster), a 
vivacious portrayal of a dozen of what Mr. 
Bolitho calls the great adventurers, a term 
elastic enough to include Mohammed and 
Woodrow Wilson; "The Psychology of 
Happiness" (Simon & Schuster), by Walter 

B. Pitkin; "Mrs. Eddy" (Scribners), by 
Edwin F. Dakin, an excellent and intensely 
interesting biography; "Bolivar" (Wash
burn) , by Thomas Ybarra; "Francis Rabe
lais" (Harpers), by Albert Jay Nock and 
C. R. Wilson, which as well as a study of 
a man is the history of a period; "Animals 
Looking at You" (Viking), by Paul Eipper; 
"The Embezzlers" (Dia l ) , by Valentine 
Kataev, a hilarious and delightful book with 
its scene laid in Russia; "The Love of the 
Beautiful Angel" (Cosmopolitan), by Paul 
Beauclerk, and by way of furnishing him 
first with a laugh and then with a thrill. 
Booth Tarkington's "Penrod Jashber" (Dou
bleday, Doran) , and Frances Noyes Hart's 
"Hide in the Dark" (Doubleday, Doran) . 
Heavens! we almost forgot that poetry we 
promised. It's eminently worth ^ending, 
too, for it's Robert Bridges's "The Testa
ment of Beauty" (Oxford University Press), 
a work of really high power. At last! We 
are done. Not quite. We forgot to say 
that there's the EncyclopEdia Britannica to 
give to yonr family. 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year! 
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LAUGH I KG BOY 
CHRISTMAS 

BOOKS 
FOR rOUHG 

FOLKS 

KIT AND KAT 

by Lucy Fitch Perkjns 
Kit and Kat, the Dutch twins, are 
probably the most famous twins 
in the wor ld, and thousands of 
young readers wi l l welcome this 
account of their further adven
tures. Il lustrated by the author. 

$1.75 

SALLY IN HER FUR COAT 
b>' Eliza Orne White 

"El iza Orne White 's stories for 
children have a quality all their 
own. It is a relief and refresh
ment indeed to come upon work 
of such genuine flavor and un
affected sincerity as hers. She 
writes because she is interested 
in the simple, unforced doings of 
a litt le gir l , or a ki t ten, as the 
case may be, and one f inds one
self held and fascinated. The 
spirited and exquisitely life-like 
scissor cuts are by Lisl Hummel . " 
—Rachel Field in the N. Y. 
Herald Tribune. $1.75 

THE LIVELY 
ADVENTURES 

OF JOHNNY PING WING 
b .̂ Ethd Calvert PhilUps 

"The story has an element of 
suspense that makes the reader 
fo l low Johnny through a series of 
adventures until he reaches the 
circus and finds Rajah, the great 
tr ick elephant. The book is 
beautifully i l lustrated." — Mamie 
Holt, Principal of the Charles 
Bruce School. $2.00 

"Reveals a new and vital talent in an almost 
untouched American f i e l d . . . The story sv/eeps 
the reader along from the first page to the last 
on a dark, bright stream of sensuous life." 
Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant in the Herald 
Tribune. NINETIETH THOUSAND. $2.50 

THE LETTERS OF 
CECIL SPRING-RICE 

This intimate biography of the most famous of 
British Ambassadors includes over twenty-five 
thousand words of unpubl ished Roosevel t 
letters. "He combined a genius for friend
ship with a gift of writing letters that moke 
history l ive and w i l l l i ve in l i t e r a t u r e . " 
London Times. 2 vols., illus. $10.00 

CHRISTMAS 
BOOKS 

FOR BOrS AND 
GIRLS 

THE HERO OF 
VINCENNES 

by Lowell Thomai 
"Few biographies could be better 
calculated to give boys and girls 
a comprehensive view of a dra
matic phase in the winning of an 
important part of our country, 
and the daring of George Rogers 
Clark. Mr. Thomas has brought 
out all the sterling qualities of 
his hero and has made him a 
man that any boy oould admire." 
—Minneapolis Journal. I l lustrated 
in full color by Frederick C. Yohn. 

$2.50 

>Al I 

SUSANNA ANDTRISTRAM 
b̂ i Marjorie Hill Allee 

The adventures of Susanna Coffin 
and her ten year old brother Tr is
t ram wi th the mysterious Under
ground Railway. " A f ine vigor
ous story wr i t ten about a period 
and an episode seldom untouched 
by wri ters for boys and g i r l s . "— 
N. Y. Herald Tr ibune. Illustrated 
by Hatt ie Longstreet. Price $2.00 

THE PUEBLO GIRL 
by Cornelia James Cannon 

A sequel to " T h e Pueblo Boy" 
also dealing w i th the coming of 
Coronado to the Rio Grande in 
1540. " A fascinating story, fu l l 
of human interest and f inely i l lus
trated by Olive Rush."—Saturday 
Review. $2.00 

PRINCE OF THE PALE 
MOUNTAINS 

by Anm D. Kyle 
This is the story of Peter, who 
was picked up on a roadside in 
Lombardy during the southward 
f l ight of refugees before the Aus
trian advance in the Great War. 
Peter's search to f ind out his 
identity takes him to the Pale 
Mountains, that strange and lovely 
region of the Dolomites. Illus
trated. $2.00 

TWENTIETH CENTURY 
POETRY 

Edited by JOHN DRINKWATER, HENRY SEIDEL 
CANBY, and WILLIAM ROSE BENET 

The Editor and an Associate Editor of The 
Saturday Review and a distinguished British 
poet have made a remarkable anthology that 
shows, as no other has, the richness and va
riety of contemporary verse. $4.00 

^ ^ H O U G H T O N 

^ 
<'tt'' 

SKULL HEAD 
THE TERRIBLE 

b^ James Willard Schultz 
" W h a t a thr i l ler! What boy could 
start this book and not f inish i t ! In 
addit ion to being thr i l l ing to read, 
it tells the t ruth about one tribe 
f ight ing another, and yet peace
ful ly agreeing when the cause of 
the strife is removed. Mr. 
Schultz, a member of the Black-
foot Tr ibe, certainly knows his 
sub jec t ! "—St . Nicholas. Il lus
trated by Schoonover. $1.75 

M I F F L I N C O ^ ^ 

' /T-
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MACMILLAN CHRIS 

HISTORY 
OF ENGLISH 
LITERATURE 
By Entile Legouis and Louis Cazaniian 
rr\ 
I HIS is a new, one-volume edition of "the great

est survey of English literature since Taine." It 
has been completely reset in a larger type face and 
cast in a more readable format. Numerous illus
trations have also been added. The critical view
point of these French scholars is a refreshing 
delight and the book makes good reading. You 
should have a copy on your library shelves for 
reference and frequent browsing. $7.50 

John Maseiield 
Edwin Arlington Robinson 

COLLECTED POEMS 
j[i OR the first time all of John Masefield's pub

lished poetry has been collected in one single 
volume. The poems formerly appearing in the four-
volume collection will be found here, with Mr. 
Masefield's subsequent work. In the new, single-
volume edition of Mr. Robinson, you will find 
added to his previous work both Tristram and 
Cavender's House, two narrative poems which have 
carried his fame to greater heights. Each $5.00; 
thin-paper $6.00; leather $7.50 

The Letters of 

THOMAS SERGEANT 
PERRY 

Edited with an Introduction by 
Edwin Arlington Robinson 

^Y HOMAS SERGEANT PERRY was, in the best 
* sense of the word, a gentleman of the old school, 
in whose gracious and engaging letters there lingers 
a flavor of the old Boston that is past. He was an 

acute observer of life's many facets, a man of 
unusual culture and learning, and even at 

the last, youthful and vigorous in 
spirit. This collection of letters, 

made by Mr. Robinson, re
veals the man and the 

era in which his 
peculiar genius 

flowered. 
$3.00 

Q| INCE the passing of Joseph Pennell, many competent 
critics consider John Taylor Arms to be America's fore
most etcher. The beauty of his work has been shown 

nowhere to better advantage than in this new collec
tion of fifty full-page reproductions of etchings 

and pencil drawings made to illustrate Mrs. 
Arms' understanding and intimate story of 

the old churches of France which in
spired their joint work. 

WHIRLWIND 
A New Novel 

By William Stearns Davis 

Author of A Friend of Caesar, Etc. 

Second Large Printing 

I MASTER of the historical novel has written a 
* stirring story of the French Revolution. The 

New York Times says it is "unceasingly interesting. 
The construction and style are excellent, and the 
complicated plot has been admirably managed. 
. . . One of the best, most vivid and most dramatic 
among recent historical novels." $2.50 

THE HAWBUCKS 
A New Novel 

By John Masefield 

I HE countryside which inspired Reynard the Fox 
is also the background for this racy new Mase

field story. John Masefield depicts with poetic 
charm the mode of life and thought of a generation 
which lived according to the ancient code of country 
gentlemen. Readers of Reynard the Fox will like 
this rustic, picturesque, and merrie England. $2.50 

THE SUBTLE TRAIL 
A New Mystery Story 

By Joseph Gollomb 

Author of The Portrait Invisible 

Second Large Printing 
i I ON'T miss this one . . . a fast-moving 

and thrilling story from cover to cover." 
-Philadelphia Ledger. You will find the 

psychoanalytical Gait, of The Portrait 
Invisible, solving a difficult mur

der. $2.00 

By John Tay 
Dorothy 

''The Graphic Story 

TO MORALS ^ 1 
By Waiier Uppmann V^rgePHnting 

THE LIFE OF SIR EDVi 
By Etiwartt Marjoriban 

A B I O G R A P H Y , it is a lso a taL 

s tory . . . Lawyer s wil l enjoy 

the g e n e r a l p u b l i c no less than the pr( 

World. 

" W O R T H fifty detec t ive novels—eve 

for t i m e , I d i d n ' t give a hoot and h 

the Defence to finish i t ."^—Walter Y 

" A D M I R A B L Y wri t ten . . . of int. 

Mail 

i'Most Extrao 

FOUR « 
By John Ra 

Author of Victim and Victor 

n p H E qua l i t i e s of grea tness whicl 

•* r e c o m m e n d a t i o n of Victim and V 

n this in tensely in teres t ing story of t 

" A N U N U S U A L book b y an unusu 

the New York Herald Tribune. ".' 

s tor ies ever h e a r d o f . " — A m e r i c a n il 

1^ EW books would be more wel-
"- come as a Christmas remembrance 

than A Preface to Morals. For six straight 
months it has been on all important best-seller lists 
because it has proved to be "one of the most thoughtful 
and helpful books of this generation." It is a statement of a 
philosophy for the adult modern, and " the lay reader may be 
assured that it will make him stop and th ink—about himself, 
his times and his place in the universe, and that it will make 
speculation on these themes once more a delightful task." $2.50 

THE MACMIL 
6 0 F i f t 

N E W 
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n Exciting Life' 

D MARSHALL HALL 
Th i rd Pr in t ing 

1 all the suspense of a mystery 
jok; fortunately, it will entertain 
on."—Harry Hansen in the iV. Y. 

)d ones. Although I am pressed 

how long I had to stay with For 

1 the Philadelphia Ledger. 

siuman interest."—London Daily 
$5,00 

ary Story" 

OGETHER they have made a singularly fine book of art. 
The etchings have been reproduced by a special process 

through which all the detail of the originals is retained. 
The limited edition is printed on special hand-made 
Italian paper; the frontispiece is an original etch
ing of which the plate has been destroyed. 
Regular edition $20.00; Limited $100.00 

,ji>S. -f* 

, : * • LORD 
LANSDOWNE 

one Oliver 
Second Large Pr int ing 

to the Novel Jury's unanimous 
for the Pulitzer Prize are inherent 
thor's own varied life. 

an."-—William Alanson White in 
) one of the most extraordinary 
ry. $2.50 

A Biography by 
Lord Neivton 

OT merely interesting, it is readable; and it 
becomes more so as it proceeds. It was difii-

cult to make an exciting story out of Lansdowne's 
admirable but not very eventful tenures of the Vice-
royalities of Canada and India. But with the South 
African War the tale begins to have the interest of 
controversy as well as that of importance; and both 
interests go on increasing right up to the affair of 
the Letter. . . . No one who takes an interest in 
English politics of 1870-1920 can fail to enjoy it." 
—The London Times. Illustrated $8.50 

MARSHAL FOCH 
By Major General Sir George Aston 

Second Large Printing 
HIS is the first complete story of the life of 

France's famous soldier, written by an eminent 
English officer who knew the Marshal and who was 
aided in the preparation of this biography by mem
bers of the French general staff. OiScial records 
have been freely drawn upon. The result is an 
authentic representation of Foch's personality as 
well as his long service in the French Army. 

Illustrated $5.00 

The New Encyclopedia 
of Music and Musicians 

Edited by Waldo S. Pratt 
New Revised Edition 

HIS standard one-volume reference work is now 
available at one half of the former price. The 

iVeit; YorA: Times said of the first edition: "Hardlv 
less than amazing. It contains something about 

everything and everybody in music." And the 
Saturday Review says "this is a book which 
every musician, professional or ama
teur, should add to his library." 
Now only $3.00 

t.' K 

MEN 
AND MACHINES 

By Stuart Chase 

Author of Your Money's WortUJ'J, 

T was high time for this book to be written. 
. . . It gives a brilliant analysis of cause and 

effect. Mr. Chase fairly sweeps the reader off his 
feet."—New York Times. "One cannot read so 
much as a random paragraph without being stimu
lated to thought and argument."—New York Herald 
Tribune. Have you read this stimulating study of 
our modern machine age? $2.50 

A, S. Eddington^s Books 

The Nature of the Physical 
World—Science and the 

Unseen World 
0 two scientific books of recent years have 

stirred up so much thought and discussion as 
these complementary surveys of the modern scien
tific outlook. They might be said to have marked 
a turning point in human thinking. To read 
Eddington is an adventure for the intelligent mind. 
The Nature of the Physical World is now in the 
Twelfth Large Printing. $3.75 and $1.25 each. 

A HISTORY 
OF SCIENCE 

By W. C. D. Dampier-Whetham 

HE vast and imposing structure of modern sci
ence is perhaps the greatest triumph of the 

human mind. But the story of its origin, its develop
ments and its achievements is one of the least known 
parts of history, and has hardly yet found its 
way into general literature. Now Professor 
Dampier-Whetham, one of England's best-
known scientists, gives you an authen
tic history, from earliest times to 
the present day. $6-00 

ISwrf* 

m 

f I. 

James Jeans 
Fifth Large Printing ^5 

N COMPANY 
v e n u e 

Y all critical standards this is the out
standing popular scientific book of the 
year. The Saturday Review says it is 

"an extraordinary book by the extraordinary author 
for the ordinary reader ." The New Republic: "An amaz

ingly comple te p i c t u r e of t he u n i v e r s e . . . . The book 
moves forward like a story and it is an amazing story that 
Jeans has to te l l ." The New York Times: "Not only intelligi
ble, but fascinating . . . a remarkable book," Illustrated ,f 4.50 
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Books thaf honor the donor as we l l as the recip ient 

^ ^ ! ! ! « « • ' ' " 
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By 

The life of J ° ^ ^ 
Wilkes, a^'^^*^' 

nd UberUt^e. 

may rea 
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^̂ -fê ê " '" tAe 
«2.50 

>1 600A about the Wall Street crash 
that will make you chuckle—and think! 

SOLD OUT! 
By EDWARD DEAN SULLIVAN 

Author of Rattling the Cup on Chicago Crime] 

A R E A L B O O K containing all t he color, 
humor and exci tement of those dangerous days . 
"Sull ivan can wri te be t te r t h a n ten boat loads of 
visiting Englishmen—all Oxford gradua tes . "— 
The New Yorker. $2.00 

OR BSiff̂ '̂ ' 
By W» *^' ' 

.^^M of a l m o s t ' ^ ^ m - e , rny» ,<, 

-^?rtsr«>s%i=si-^ 
S E C R E ^ ^ ' \ ° any noveV we n ^^^^ 
dnating tban^^^g ^ ,« the P ^^.50 
for years-fians< crip*-

HOW THE OLD W O M A N 
GOT HOME 
•y M. f>. SHift. 

"A thriller plus. An amazing novel." 
—New York Times $2.50 

COLD STEEL 
By M. P. SHIEl 

"It is a mad, mad dream, and only a 
genius drunk with the hottest juices 
of our language could have written 
Jt."-iV. Y. Eve. Post $2.50 

THE BALLAD OF 
READING GAOL 

(OSCAR WaOE) 
Illustrated by Lynd Ward 

Thirty full-page copper plate il
lustrations by the creator of God's 
Man. The type is hand-set, the 
paper imported from France and the 
book bound in wood veneer. $4.00 

LOUIS BERETTI 
By D O N A L D HENDERSON CLARKE 

Author of In the Reign of Rothstein 
"The gangster has awaited his epic, but need await it no longer. Donald Hender
son Clarke has contributed an important chapter to sociological research, but 
that is by the way, what is more important, I think, is that he has written a great 
and engrossing novel, thrilling and alive."—Arthur Somers Roche. 

"There is terror and humor in Louis Beretti's rise to the respectable business of 
bootlegging. The author . . . has given free rein to his Rabelaisian gusto for the 
primal facts of life, energy, power, passion."—New York Times. 

THE TWILIGHT OF 
CHRISTIANITY 

•y HARRY ELMER BARNES 
"The loyal Christian can hardly 

accept the author's conclusions, but 
he must find an answer to them if 
his religion is to survive in the new 
age."—The Churchman. $3.00 

$2.50 

WHY WE FOUGHT 
By C. HARTLEY 6RATTAN 

A relentless, scholarly and bril
liant examination of the forces and' 
Circumstances that brought the 
United States into the World War. 

"The long-awaited authoritative 
story of just why the United States 
of America threw, herself into the 
welter of world carnage."—Harry 
Elmer Barnes in the New York 
Telegram. $3.50 

THE BEST OF ALL 
POSSIBLE WORLDS 

An Omnibus of 
Voltaire's Romances 

Edited, with introduction, 
by Clarence Darrow 

In this volume are included not 
only Candide (complete and un-
expurgated), Zadig and others of the 
better known tales by Voltaire, but 
also little icntown or suppressed pieces 
such as Lord Chesterfield's Ears, 
Micromegas, Cosi-Sencta, etc. 

$3.00 

"^"^^WciH^^^ 
C'«C4eo ciSJ." O'v 

"""" -Se l ra ,* ' " Chjca. , , , 

^ ' " • ' ' ' " - = " ™ : * ' ^ ' -
^•Hi^^^^^ """s Praise. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ " ^ $2.00 

BY 
CHARLES ERSKINE 

SCOTT WOOD 

HEAVENLY DISCOURSE—"These 
satires establish for the author an honor

able place in the great tradition of Aristo
phanes, Lucian, Rabelais, Swift, Anatole France, 

and Shaw."—Floyd Dell. $2,00 

A BOOK OF INDIAN TALES —Folk tales of the 
Indians of our Northwest gathered and re-told 

with charming simplicity. $2.00 

THE POET IN THE DESERT—A poem 
1 which Col. Wood has summed 
up his attitude toward life, 

$2.00 

MOLNAR'S PLAYS 
In this volume of more than 800 

pages are collected all of the dramas 
of the noted author of Liliom, The 
Swan, The Play's the Thing, etc. 
Included are about a dozen that are 
here translated for the first time. 

$6.00 
Limited edition signed by the 
author $12.00 

EVELYN 
Something More Than a Story 

By JAMES FRANCIS DWYER 
To all who believe in a life beyond 

death, this beautiful story carries, 
in its healing message, the promise 
of a new life. $2.00 

JOHN D. 
A Portrait in Oiis 

By JOHN K. WINKLER 

The biography of the elder Rocke-' 
feller that excited so much comment. 

$2.25 

^BOMWO""* ^^'^^'^ 

•̂ Ĉ."--''"' 
York Wori<i-

At all bookstores • THE V A N G U A R D PRESS At all bookstores 
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BORZOI POETRY 
BOOKS 

1929 

INDIAN EARTH 
by Wi t ter Bynner 

O n e of America's most distinsuished 
troubadours sings of the colorful Indian 
Southwest and interprets the strange 
dances of the Navajo Indians. $2.50 

THE JADE 
MOUNTAIN 

by Wi t ter Bynner 

and Dr. Kiang Kang-Hu 
The most perfect translation ever made of 
these 311 poems from the T'ang Dynasty. 
"NVhat the Chinese themselves believe to 
be the very cream of an art to which their 
best minds dedicated themselves for thou
sands of years."—Babette Deutsch, in 
The New York Herald Tribune. $4.00 

ANGELS AND 
EARTHLY 

CREATURES 
by Elinor Wy i ie 

The last book of poems before the death 
ofthis distinguished artist. "She used words 
as the great poets used them...She remained 
so strikingly individual that no one of our 
day wrote as well."—Harry Hansen, in 
The New York World. $2.50 

PANSIES 
by D. H. Lawrence 
author of Sons and Lovers 

D. H. Lawrence's first book of poems in 6 
years. The 300"pensees" may be praised, 
or censored, (as they were in England) 
but never ignored. S2.50 

WITCH AND 
OTHER POEMS 
by Grace Hazard Conkling 

" M r s . Conkling's verse is marked by a 
sound and discriminating interest in life, 
by great mastery of technique, by fastidi
ousness of phrase, and by a distinctly indi
vidual liking for color."— The New York Times. 

$2.00 

LEAVES 
IN WINDY 
WEATHER 
by Eunice Tietjens 

A collection of poems by the noted editor 
of "Poetry of the Or ien t " which combines 
complete spiritual honesty with lyric 
beauty. $2.00 

A t all bookshops 

A L F R E D A - K N O P F 
B O R Z O I 

730 F i f th A v e n u e ^ 

The New Books 
The books listed by title only in the classified list below are noted here as 

received. Many of them will be reviewed later. 

N e w Y o r k B O O K S 

Biography 
STEPHEN HALES. By A. E. CLARK-

KENNEDY, M. D. Cambridge University 
Press. (Macmillan). 1929. 
Stephen Hales was an extraordinary prod

uct of his age. "A worthy and a good 
man," said Pope, his neighbor; but Hales 
was more than that. This country parson 
from the small village of Teddington, near 
London, made the second most important ad
vancement in the modern science of physi
ology when he gave to the world the first 
correct account of blood pressure. Har
vey had set an example of the scientific 
method of investigation by his demonstration 
of the circulation of the blood, published in 
1628, and Hales, after a stimulating period 
of study at Benet College in Cambridge, 
where he entered as a student in 1696, used 
the same method, "the statical way," as he 
expressed it. In his yard, a mare was tied 
to a common field gate; a glass pipe was 
inserted into one of the leg arteries; the 
blood rose to nine feet. Hales did more, 
however, then measure the blood pressure; 
from the data collected, he calculated the 
output of the heart and the resistance of the 
peripheral circulation. 

The above observations were only the be
ginning of Hales's scientific career. He 
added much to the knowledge of the time 
regarding the physiology of plants, the 
ventilation of ships and prisons, the preser
vation of meats, and he invented an artificial 
ventilator of considerable ingenuity. In the 
meantime he found time for his parish work 
at Teddington, wrote many tracts advocating 
the prohibition of gin, denounced quackery 
in medicine and served as a trustee of 
Oglethorpe's Colony of Georgia in America. 

Clark-Kennedy, a fellow of Hales's old 
college in Cambridge (now Corpus Christi), 
has written a good account of the man's 
work, but little about the man. Perhaps 
there is not much to be found except the 
facts; still, one expects a better summary of 
a man's place in the world of science, one 
hundred and sixty-eight years after his 
death, than Clark-Kennedy has given us. As 
no one previously has collected so much 
data regarding this important figure, how
ever, we must be satisfied with Clark-Ken
nedy's clear-cut, accurate presentation. Some 
day, we hope, the author will wrire a more 
critical estimate of Hales's scientific work 
and its influence on physiology in particular 
and medicine in general. It would form a 
splendid concluding chapter to a second edi
tion of his book. 

Fiction 
MONEY FOR LOVE. By JOSEPHINE 

HERBST. Coward-McCann. 1929. $2.50. 
The only notable thing about this novel 

is its apparently slavish imitation of Ernest 
Hemingway's manner. What is sauce for 
Mr. Hemingway is by no means sauce for 
Miss Herbst. She tries to make her narra
tive significant by telling it in a monotonous 
drone of understatement. Fearing the dis
play of any emotion, on her part or on the 
part of her characters, she makes her novel 
so emotionless that it becomes false to hu
man nature. Mr. Hemingway's still waters 
run deep; Miss Herbst's do not. "Money 
for Love" would probably have been a 
much better novel if it had been written 
five years ago, when understatement was not 
regarded as a virtue in itself. 

The plot is practically imperceptible. 
Harriet Everist tries to get some money out 
of Rufus Jones, a dramatist who once had 
an affair with her. After considerable 
fumbling and shilly-shallyirjg, she extracts a 
small part of the money she wanted, and 
with this takes her young man, Joseph 
Roberts, on a trip abroad. These characters 
are singularly colorless and quite uninterest
ing. There is, however, a graphic descrip
tion (largely by implication) of New York 
rooming-house life among the semi-respecta
ble, lower middle class of young people. 
This background is convincing, but it is of 
sociological rather than literary importance. 

T H E W H I T E MOUSE. By ANICE T E R -
HUNE. Harpers. 1929. $2. 

This is an emotional story, bordering on 
sentimentalism perhaps, moving swiftly 
along with its situations piled high—a con
trived story, yet cleverly enough done to 
achieve its effect. There are peaks of sus
pense and satisfying, peaceful let-downs. 
More than that, there is sincere character 
drawing. The young man's affection for 
the little old people in the town where he 
lived as a child, and his unswerving loyalty 
to a scoundrel of a father, are never ridic

ulous. One believes as faithfully in the in
tegrity of the two lovers living under the 
same roof, as their rooming-lady did. Their 
"goodness" is never prudish. For all its 
dramatic events, the story presents no false 
notes in the human relationships. There is 
a New England scene done with tang and 
beauty besides dialect and doughnuts, as 
clear-cut a picture of the good old days of 
buggies and general stores as has been done 
for some time. 

The book was probably written for youth
ful readers: They are at any rate the ones 
who will enjoy it most. Yet the sinister 
title and the implications suggest a psycho
logical study far deeper than the actual 
story—the white-skinned, pale-eyed woman, 
who gnaws and gnaws at the lives about 
her, and who little by little ruins them. In 
fact, throughout the book there are stories 
in the background that arouse our curiosity 
as in life—stories that Mrs. Terhune might 
do well to continue. 

SOBER FEAST. By BARBARA BLACKBURN. 
Little, Brown. 1929. $2.50. 

For all its limitations as a novel, "Sober 
Feast" has a quality of candor about it 
that is curiously ingratiating. Structurally, 
though, it is so fragile as to be almost bodi
less. We are introduced into the upper 
middle-class English domicile of the Howes 
family. The quasi-intellectuality of the 
household is reminiscent of Sanger's Circus. 
The Howes children, however, are of undis
puted and undisputable legitimacy. Rollo, 
the son, aspiring to be a Get-Rich-Quick-
Wallingford, enters the second-hand auto
mobile business. His sister Catherine serves 
a desultory clerkship in a London bookshop. 
Their father is a novelist who writes letters 
to The Times Literary Sufflement. A neat 
contrast is established, and a moral deduced, 
by setting off Rollo's affair with Anne, the 
emancipated woman, against Catherine's in
genuous affection for the blunt Richard. 
The author's inference is that the younger 
generation is "sick for a faith" and, until 
it finds one, it will never know real marital 
felicity. 

This timely moral fillip is gracefully, 
but we think not convincingly, delivered. 
Barbara Blackburn is a facile writer but, 
try as she may, she fails miserably at build
ing character. 

International 
T H E INDIA WE SERVED. By SIR W A L 

TER ROPER LAWRENCE. Houghton Mif
flin. 1929. $5. 

In refreshing contrast to the sensational 
volumes which exploit only the darker and 
repellent aspects of Indian life and religions, 
is this straightforward, unprejudiced, and 
reliable account of the Indian experience of 
a member of the Indian Civil Service, who, 
after filling administrative posts for many 
years, became Private Secretary to Lord 
Curzon, while Viceroy, and a member of the 

Council of the Secretary of State for India. 
Here in anecdote, narrative, and legend 

we see the real India, the land of mystery, 
romance, and absorbing interest opened to 
our vision by Kipling. Descriptions of the 
heaped jewels in the treasuries of the Indian 
Princes and of the practices of the Black 
Magicians are balanced by incidents of local 
administration and of the peculiarities of 
the peasantry. While there is never any 
striving after literary effect, a definite 
charm of style pervades the whole. Among 
the best bits are the character sketches of 
Indians of all ranks, from princes to fakirs, 
and of members of the British administra
tion, including Lord Curzon and Lord 
Kitchener. 

The chapter on Indian religions is espe
cially instructive, as it enumerates some of 
the good results of Hinduism, though in 
many other places the evils of the rule of 
the Brahman and of the manifold supersti
tions of the different sects are portrayed. 

The concluding chapters merit special at
tention, as they contain recommendations, 
some of which are unusual, for the future 
government of the country, and point out 
clearly the difficulties which will be encoun
tered in the contemplated alterations of the 
political organization of the British prov
inces. 

Where hurried travellers see only debase
ment, filth, poverty, and misery, this keen 
observer with twenty-one years of intimate 
experience vvrites "the outer and visible 
signs of life, at any rate of life in the vil
lages, did not suggest that the peculiar cus
toms of India led to bad results. In the 
villages there was everywhere evidence of 
industry, frugality, kindness to children and 
tenderness to old age. Healthy, happy-
looking children; fine, strenuous men, and 
graceful stalwart women did not suggest, at 
any rate in Northern India, that there was 
much amiss." 

Juvenile 
{The Children's Bookshop affears on 

f'^ge 574) 

Poetry 
COME CHRISTMAS, A Selection of 

Christmas Poetry, Song, Drama and 
Prose, edited by LESLEY FROST. Coward-
McCann. 1929. 

Every Christmas brings a new anthology 
—and will probably continue to do so, for 
the wealth of carols, of Christmas poems, 
stories, and legends seems inexhaustible. Miss 
Frost prints some old favorites but gives 
much more that is unfamiliar to the reader 
who has not browsed about in Christmas 
literature. There is much excellent reading 
here put in convenient and attractive form. 
In the section "Carols with Music," the 
editor follows too closely the "Oxford Book 
of Carols." It is, to be sure, the best modern 
carol collection yet it omits many fine 
Christmas songs which Miss Frost might 
have gleaned. She is to be commended for 
the early English carols she prints and for 
her very interesting selections from the 
French. 

POPULAR POETRY IN SOVIET RUSSIA. By Geor[t 
Z. Patrick. University of California Press. 
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THE BLACK SUN 

J A M E S j O Y C E - T A t E S TOLD 
OF SHEM AND SHAUN. With a Preface 
by C. K. Ogden and a Portrait of the 
author by Brancusi. A literary sen
sation by the author of Ulyjses. 100 
numbered copies on Japan paper, 
$30.00. 500 numbered copies on 
Holland paper, $20.00. 

SHORT STORIES —KAY BOYLE — 
Limited to 150 copies on Holland 
paper $10.00 and 15 copies on Japan 
paper signed by the author, $3500. 

SPRING SONG OF ISCARIOT — 
LoRD LYMINGTON. 100 copies on 
Holland paper, $7.50. 25 copies on 
Japan paper, $20.00. 

EINSTEIN—ARCHIBALD MACLEBH 
100 copies on Holland paper, $7.50. 
50 signed on JapaneseVellum, $20.00. 

TRANSIT OF VENUS — HARRY 
CROSBY. 200 numbered copies on 
Holland paper, $3.50. 

A SENTIMENTAL J O U R N E Y -
LAURENCE STERNE. Illustrated by 
PoLiA CHENTOPP. . 335 numbered 
copies on Papier-a la Forme, $10.00. 
50 lettered and hand-colored copies 
on Japan paper, $20.00. 15 copies on 
special papers, each copy supple
mented by one of the original draw
ings and signed by the artist, $125.00 

L E S LIAISONS DANGEREUSES-
CHODBRLOS DB LACLOS. Full text in 
English and illustrations by ALAS-
TAIR. 1000 numbered copies, 2 vols, 
octavo $25.00. 15 copies on Japan 
paper with original drawings, $150. 

In Pr«;^f<»/<,)«—UNPUBLISHED 
LETTERS F R O M MARCEL 
PROUST TO WALTER BERRY— 
THE BRIDGE by HART CRANB. 

Thtje editions disting^uishtd for 
unusual content and exquisite 
typography may bi procured-thru 

your bookseller or at 

HARRY F.MARKS, Inc. 
AMERICAN R E P R B S E N T A T I V B 

31 W. 47th Street New York 
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